Flow cytometry of platelets for clinical analysis.
Platelets are small, non-homogenous cells with distinctive surface features important to their essential role in hemostasis. The surface membrane is dynamic, and changes remarkably in lipid asymmetry and receptor expression on triggering of the activation process. There are also extensive and rapid intracellular changes in platelets as a result of biochemical activation through calcium fluxes, phospholipase activity, kinase activity, and phosphorylation mechanisms that lead to release of storage granule contents and generation of fast-acting prostaglandins, all in a matter of seconds after stimulation with a strong agonist. These characteristics make the platelet an interesting but difficult cell to study, and the explosion of knowledge over the last two decades has been fueled in large part by the application of flow cytometry techniques. Clinical applications of flow cytometry analysis of platelets have been pursued in individual specialized medical centers, but have not found widespread practice in clinical laboratories, mostly because of difficulties in standardization of techniques and the inherent biovariability in comparing normal to abnormal platelets. Despite these hurdles, it seems certain that flow cytometry analysis of platelets in pathological states will continue to evolve into more practical and robust procedures that will eventually become standard hematologic assays rather than specialized research tools.